LA JOLLA PLAYHOUSE: ANNUAL SUPPORT FROM INDIVIDUALS

THE ARTISTIC DIRECTOR’S CIRCLE - $100,000 AND ABOVE
Brian and Silvia Levine
Joan and Irving Jacobs
Sheri L. Jamieson
Becky Moores
Jordan Ressler Charitable Fund
Kevin and Shari Leichter Foundation

SEASON SPONSORS - $50,000+
Anonymous
Weston Aronson
Denise and Lon Bevers
Weston Anson

OPEN NIGHT CIRCLES - $25,000+
Anonymous
Arlene and Louis Navias
Dennis A. McConnell
Dr. K.B. Lim and Linda Lee Lim
Linda Lenhard and Mark Kritchevsky

LEADERSHIP CIRCLE - $15,000+
Anonymous
Cindy and Steve Blumkin
Larry and Cindy Bloch

ACTORS’ CIRCLE - $2,500+
Anonymous
Sarah and Paul Larson

INNER CIRCLE - $1,000+
Anonymous
Cindy and Steve Blumkin

DIRECTOR’S CIRCLE - $10,000+
Tony and Margaret Alcornora

STEIN LECHESTER FOUNDATION
Barbara Bloom
Pamela B. Falk
Joseph and Joyce Catin
Robin and Leo Eisenberg Family
Mrs. Ewart (Chip) Goodwin
Starr and John Grundy
Joey Jacobs
Jeff and Carolyn Levin
Laurie Gore and Julie Daman
Darlene and James Milligan
Robert Glenn Rapp Foundation
Sindy W. Finch
Judy and Alan Robbins
Colette and Irv Royston
Barbie and Dan Spinaozzo
Mary Lindensteiner Wahlshoff.
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John and Ofelia Alksne
Anonymous (4)
Mick and Sherrie Laver
Jerry and Martha Krasne
Shirley King and Arthur Olson
Ginger Kantor
David and Susan Kabakoff
Wendy S. Johnson
Robert and Pat Hughes
Marcia Hazan and Mark Cammell
Robert and Pat Hughes
Gail and Stewart Hutchins
Nona Jaffe
Neil and Vivien Joebchin
Wendy S. Johnson
David and Susan Kabakoff
Ginger Kantor
Ellen and Howard Katz
David Austerfors and Barbara Keller
Marian Kenney-Frick
Shirley King and Arthur Olson
Jerry and Martha Krause
Alexandra Kanne
Mick and Stennie Laver
Dixon and Pat Lee
Richard Leib and Sharon Rosen
Leib Family Fund of Jewish Community Foundation
Marshall and Judy Lewis Fund of the Jewish Community Foundation
Zita Lieberman
Conye and Jonathan Lim
John and Angie Longenecker
Michelle Longtin
Kathleen and Ken Lundgren
Jan Malik Inc.
Susan and Peter Mallory, in honor of Martha and Ed Dennis
Scott Slater Markus
Iris Masotti
Maggi McKeororw, in memory of Judie McDonald
Colleen McNally, M.D.
Christine McKenney
Dr. Ken Melville and Dr. Sabina Wallach
Josh and Leslie Mereminsky
Louis and Judi Mezullo
Ellen Michaels
Eric and Laura Michelle
Sandy and Jesse Morgen
Marion Moriarty and John Phillips
Marta Mushcik
Ann Nathan
Robert Nelson and Suzanne Faussett
Carolyn Nyulahl
Dr. Rodney and Barbara Orth
Carolee Parker
Adam It and Carolyn Perry
Patrick and Evelyn Phillips
Sheila and Ken Poggenburg
Marc Poland and Ellis Wemer
Greg Price, in honor of David Price - FLY
Dr. Adile Rablin, in memory of Stephen Cohen
Edward Richard, in memory of Warren P. Kendrick-Richard
Doug and Eva Richman
Dr. Steven and Cheryl Rookwood,
in memory of Rockwood
Jodyne Roseman
Richard Roy and Celisa Spina
Oliver Ryder
Nina Sabbian
Scott Sandell and James Marich
John and Patricia Seiber
Teresa Shaffer
Richard Shapiro and Marsha Janger
Mitchell and Elizabeth Siegler
Debbie and Dr. Darren Sigal
Beverly and Howard Sildoford
Elizabeth Simmons and
Sekhar Chivukula
Norman and Judith Solomon
Gary and Susan Spoto
Charles Stephens and Eric Meijer
Bill and Barbara Stevens
Adrienne and Matt Suster
Mary and Tim Swift
John and Gail Tauscher
Tom Templetone and
Mary Ena Erlenborn
Amanda Nicol and Mike Tierney
Antoinette Tishon
Katani Titchen and Louis Seitchik
Eri and Nick Treada
Jennifer and Chris Wahl
Michael and Betty Wapner
Jeanne Mae Waters
Linda Rankin and Rod Whitlow
Philip and Claire Wise
Susan and Jock Wright
Summer Winn
Brendan and Kaye Wynne
Barry Zemel

OVATION CLUB - $250+
Anonymous (17)
Ben and Breta Abate
Heather R. Adams
Ladan Daneshmand
Dr. Randolph and Leslie Alexander
Richard and Marjorie Allyn
Andrew Arlow
Sherry Santa Cruz
Penney and Paul A淫
Barbara and Charles Arledge
Beverly L. Bartlett
Sharon R. Beamer
The BemMichel Family Fund of the Jewish Community Foundation
Martha Bemer
Gerlinde and Greg Beuerlein
Nicholas and Samantha Binkley
Peter Biskind
Helén and Douglas Boyd
Sandya Boyles
Greg Brandalise
Chinseg Brantz
Karen and Robert Byer
Ms. Juanita Brooks
Ruth Bunn
Burger Construction
Samuel and Teresa Buss
Dr. and Mrs. Edgar D. Canada
Bill Beck, Wells Fargo Foundation
Cindy Casselman
Gary and Lynette Cadenquist
Rita Ciccone
Bill Chatwell and Christine Oster
Elizabethe Cheel
Alexandra Chernin
Steven and Adina Chinowsky
Lorraine Chuman and
Stephen Mikolajczyk
Laura Cipolla
Kristi Clark
Barbara and Rick Cohen
Sharon L. Cohen
Judith Collier
Bowers Jeverites
David and Martha Conover
Rob and Eliza Contin
Patt* and Coop Coopder
Charley and Bar Bredw
Annette Cross
Fred Cutler
Bruce and Joanne Daro
Marcus and Ann Darro
Dwain and Cathy Deets
Ted and Deanna DeFrank
Dr. Cedric and June Dempsey
Wally and Linda Dieckmann
Bob and Chris Dilworth
Kim and A. T. Ditty
Eric and Kristine Doan
Dr. and Mrs. Paul Alan Dores
Anne and Chris Duhaime,
in honor of Rebecca Duhaime
Dan Eberle
Dr. and Mrs. Ronald Edeison
David and Dorothy Engel
Kent Foster and Pam Fairley
Julia S. Fark
Lei Fean and Nancy Farnan
Barbara M. Finn

Dieter Fischer's Mercedes Service, Inc.
Esther Fischer
Paula Fitzgerald and Chris Nielsen
Judy Fogel and George Diehr
Linda and Reginald Frank
Dr. Charles Freibiem
Anna and Saboth Garg
Roy and Mary Garrett
Carolyn Geller
Lynn Bell Gege
Wayne and Martha Gerth
Dr. Nancy Giberon
Josie Gidwitz
Diana and Murphy Gilmour
Michael and Brenda Goldbaum
Judith Gottschalk
Victoria Gramcy
Lloyd and Dina Green
Hughes Family Foundation
Dr. and Mrs. Richard C. Gross
Pat and Pepper Guevara
Jeremy and Anna Gutkin
Elise and Kelly Hall
Victoria Hamilton and Paul Hobson
James Hall, Jr.
Don M. Hardison
James and Tony Harker
Dana Hamel and Daniel Roemer
Mango Hebald
Kirk and Barbara Henry
John and Yvonne Hildebrand
Jennifer Hirsch
Jerry and Linda Hinshew
Richard and Vernonicque Ho
Herbert Hoffman Ret.
Johanna Hoffmann
Doan Hohmeyer
George and Maryka Hoover
Claudia Baranowski and
Tom Hovath
Nikki Hrountou
Hodges Family Foundation
Bett Halibur and Stephen L'Heureux
Jenny Price and Tony Hunter
Randy and Carrol Jackson
Dr. Craig M. and Mrs. Beth Jackson
Ed and Linda Janoff
Kyle Jarrow
Annika and Dimas Jimenez
Sonja Jinch
Mark Johnson
Dann and Dan Jones
Dr. and Mrs. Joel Kaplan
Robert Kaplan and Marina Baroff
Michael and Linda Karin
Koji and Sue Kasuyama
Rick and Beth Kant
Angela and Matt Kilmun
Martha Kohler
Mike Knapp
Anne M and Richard C Kruse
Robert and Elena Kusikini
Dr. Janice and Matt Kyrth
Ruth Ann and Alan Larson
Sue Lasbury and John C. Cochran
Jeff and Judy Lasch
Karen-Sage and Charles Laughlin
Ineke Lass
Alien and Elizabeth Lembreg
Steven and Hoten Leshaw
Pamela Hamilton Lester
Rebecca LeVassour
B. Leonard
Lucey and Mitchell Levy
Dr. John and Mary Santefilo Liley

Dr. and Mrs. Scott Lipman
Gerald and Ann Lipshitz
Patrick Lynch
Johnny Mah
Jeanne Maltese
Russell Mangerie
Jordana March
Andrea and Michael Markopoulos
Marianne Marnack-Nakamura
David and Jeanne Matthews
Wallace McClosky and Lynn Dolby
Charlotte McConnell
Patricia and Ken McCormack
Robert T. Migh
Jim and CMhel Molton
Neil and Wendy McKenna
David and Patrick Meyers
Jeanie Millikin
Bian Milum
Dr. Nicholas and Seb Bost
Craig and Basel Morsy
Kathryn and Lee Morgan
Elisheva and Henry Morris
Art Montofoe and Patty Morgan
Greg and Andressa Moser
Susan Motera
Suzan Muhha
Craig and Janet Munson
Timothy and Sharon Nagy
Inu Bu Niu
Jamie and Amy Ogil
Michael R. Opperheim
Beatrice E. Paro
Dr. Genevieve and Kelly Parsons
John and Paula Peeling
Dr. William and Beth Penny
Melissa and Daniel Pettenpol
Ed and Nancy Quinn
Kathleen Rae
Dr. Kevin Rapoport and
Dr. Angel Hill
Stevie and Boris Ratoff
Mark Remas
Richard and Paula Rinkin
David and Melissa Rowlotki
Dr. Sharon Lee and
Christopher A. Rhodes Ph.D.
Margaret Rief and Hugh Misan
Joanne and Stuart Roberts
Krista Royal
George and Karen Sachs
Rosalia Salinas
Maryann and Schringer
Frankie and Howard Schiffman
Patricia Schmidt
Judy Schreiber, Playhouse Partner
Kari Lorraine Scott
Elizabeth Segil
Amy Solich
Mrs. and Mr. Jeff Seiler
Alysa Sepinwall and
Steve Goldstein
Guy and Barbara Shaw
Guy and Jilly Shaw
Christine and Lisa Sick
Michael Sheehan
Dr. Ros D. Simon
Ron and Simon Schwartz
Barbara Slater
Bradford and Jeanne Smith
Edward and Karen Swain
John and Lynn Spafford
Ray and Lauren Stainback
Syliva Steding and Roger Thierie
Robin Stem
Nancy and Charles Steward
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Lisa Noelle Stone and James and Kathleen Stiven
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Clark Burnett
Alice W. Brown
George and Johanna Brody
Susan Boyett
Jack Boyce and Theresa Breining
Charles and Marilyn Bohle
Ms. Christine Blantz
Lee and Cyndie Birchansky
Jana and Michael Birch
Lynn Bernard
Arnold Berlin

FRIEND - $150+
Anonymous (25)
Gene and Pat Allaro
Shaun and Terry Allen
Judith Anderson
Scott Andreiko
Cyla Andrus and Darrell Mead
Maureen Amigo
Katherine Ashton
Mark Ashton
Robert and Jill Ayling
Kenneth X. Baca
Yali Baur Ruz, PhD in memory of
Barb Amor, MD
Gail and Danielle Balancing
Edward and Susan Ball
Judy Bambace and Brian Trotter
John Bard
Dr. and Mrs. David J. Barrette Jr.
Laura Barry
Kathy Barut
Richard and Paula Beck
Phyllaire Bernet-Schermhorst

Raphael Caparelli
Michael and Wendy Carey
David Chang
Mark Chapman and Heather Raymon
Mr. Neal P. Chazin
Victoria Chen
Michelle Chereque
Warren Ciston and Martha Senturia
Arthur and Alice Clineon
Ken and Linda Colby
Melissa Collins-Porter
Harry and Valerie Cooper
Martin Cooper and Arlene Harris
Eric Coppinger
Lou Countynan
Dennis M. Crane
Renee Cremo and Jim Smith
Lee Curtis
Gail Davis
Nicole Davis
Paige DeCino, in honor of Tom DeCino
Edward DeRoche
Leslie DiBona and Steven McGivern
Robert L. Demirbekrov
Steward and Yvonne Dier
Heather Dietrich
Capt. Robert and Elaine Donnelly
John and Mary Ann Driscoll
Tina Dyer
Diane Edgar
Roberta Edwards in memory of
Sara Hill
Isaac Engel and Ruth Schwartz
Steven and Amy Epner
Beth Eppeck
Jan and Lynnie Erikson
Joseph Faletti
Julia Farag
Farhad and Farz Fashandi
Esther and Robert Feier
Jean Feinstein
Bob and Cathy Fenstermacher
Neil and Judy Finn
Dale Fleming
Rik and Carol Floyd
Brett Flynn and Kim Penzky
Pamela and Michael Foley
Gail Forbes
Charlotte and Kenneth Fortier
Dr. Jim and Mrs. Jenna Foster
Mindl Frankel
Michael Freit and Katie Kalifhstin
Patricia H. Freund
Judith and William Friedel
Ronnie Froman
Al Gaines
Briana Gallo
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gans
Joan and Arnold Gass
Susan Gembrowski and Rex Baker
Gwen and Robert Gentry
Pat and Norm Gillespie
Ann Lantzy Glazener and
Chris Glazener
Dale and Donald Goldman
Custom Logos
Marlene and David Gotz
T.C. Meyer and Anna Graham-Meyer
Robert Gross
Paul and Marilyn Gushard
Rick and Leslie Hackley
Robert and Merrill Haimsohn
Dr. Jeffrey Hall and Fern Platt
Diane Halvorsen
Carl and Jo Anne Hammond
Prof. Jim and M. James Harden
Mary Hardwick
Jan Harrell and Janet Guidy
Nancy Harley
Bob and Lisa Hartman
Alan Harms
Ann H Hein and Dawn M Fomoro
Shea Hermann
Maria G. Hernandez
Catherine Hestilow
Khimberly Hiland-Belding
Bryan Hill
Dianne Hill
Laura Hoffman
Dr. and Mrs. Michael Holland
Joan Huch
Guy and Erica Hybertsen
Nancy, Jamieson
Peter and Jannen Jensen
Emily Jillette
Gail Johnson
Erik and Sara Jorisson
Vasa Junkkarinain
Jim and Sharon Justonson
Elizabeth Pennington
Paul R. Keith
Jim and Jennifer King
Tove Lise King
Michael Kent Anna Tarvel Klain
Edward and Glenda Knight
Rolf and January Krob
Bill and Linda Kolb
William Koman
Wendy Kramer
Bryn Kratzer
Michael Krucky and Gene Lee
Tim and Mary LaBrucherie
Michelle LaGrandeur
Theresa Lai
Victor and Mary Linda James and Katherine Lavery
Tracey Lazanos
G. Labron
Bob Lee
Catherine and Stephen Lee
Susy Lerner
Bena Leslie
Vicki Lindblade
Emily and Charles Litt
Kathy Lockridge
Jim Lomac and Jill Schmidt
Mary Long
William Mack
Robert Mackie
Linda Madambo
Sue and Peter Madsen
Dr. Robert and Marica Malikus
The Mandfell Family
Ann Manning
Team Awesome
Richard Mastaler
Tom and Ima Master
Michael and Brenda Mathews
Edith Matsushita
Mancia A. Mattson
Matiy Mayer
Mac and Tori McCarter
Lani and Herbert McCoy
Kay McElrath and Sue Weir
Dr. Elgie and Mary McGrath
Marion Metter
Art and Jan Meyers
Paul and Melissa Micou
Bill Middlet
Joseph Miller
Norma and Scott Miller
Tracie and Daniel Monk
Aiko Charlene Momomo
Stephen and Carol Nagler
Geni Nicoloff
Theodore Niekras
Christopher Nietlein
Takuya Ninomiya
Tanya and Thomas O’Donnell
Virginia Oliver
Max and Fredda Opalsky
Eric and Benedecte Ottersen
Kim Owens-Cree
Bonnie Packert
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Padilla
Greg Park
Judith Parzen
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Piaurazas
Dr. David Perlmutter, MD
Robert and Rachel Perlmutter
Penelope Pennyman
Colin and Andrea Phan
Shelia Pickwell
Glenn and Bea Pierce
Ruthie Purst in honor of
Robin and Larry Rusinko
Alan Portnoy
Cynthia James-Price and Curtis Price
Bill and Jamie Pugh
Thomas Pugh and Barbara Millar
John and Linda Quinn
Alakis and Kathleen Quiriez
Cynthia and Gilbert Ripph
David and Rhonda Rufsky
Dennis Reign and Christine Hickman
Laura and Mike Rizzarelli
Cecila and Justin Renaudin
Angela M Reyes and Tara Hare
Mark and Lisa Robinson
Brett Robinson
Mary Rodgers and Elizabeth Palmer
Dan Romano and Alice Garfield
Stephen and Susan Root
Michael S. Rosenberg
Nancy Ross
Joan Rothenberg
The Royer Family
Allan Rucci and Dolores Forsyte
Ted and Carol Rutter

Trabus Technologies
Bradford and Alice Saunders
Mark and Ruth Schlossberg
Peter and Josephyn Schultz
Steve and Pat Seaborg
End and Michael Seiden
Neil R. Senturia and Barbara Brin
Carolyn Shadle
Richard and Eleanor Shorter
Jacqueline and Steve Silverman
Lynne Simon
The Sinclair Family
Joanie Smith
Leslie Smith
Marc Smith
Peter Smith and Rachael Schneider
Annie So
Dr. James Spalenka

Dr. John Spicer and
M. Joyce L. Spicer
Cheryl Standard
Anthony and Irene Stieger
Nancy Stimson
Tim Stirs
Patti and Robb Street
Joan Stroh
Jannet and Robert Stuelniger
Jill and Jeff Sugar
Steve Sullivan
Ms. Nancy Sutton
John and Amy Sweazy
Ennet and Darlene Tamayo
Denis Tarakjian, M.D.
Nancy J. Taylor
Joseph and Ann Tebo
Cal and Lynda Treger
Tony and George Turner-Mercado
David Valentine, in memory of
Patti Valentine
John Venekamp and
Clifford Schierson
Johanna Vertullo
Jeff and Kim Wallace
John and Traci Walden
Jane M. Wetzel, in memory of
Chris Goodwin
Bill Peters and Beverly Willey
Sandra Williams
Melinda and Sterling Wilson
Cary Less Wine
Mr. and Mrs. Keene Wolcott
Margaret Wolfe-Johnson
Sandy Woodhouse
Bennett Wright
Michael Yabovsky
Sandra Young
Robert and Judith Zeiss
Dr. Gabriel Zimmerer and
Yunuen Zimmerer
Steven and Cindy Zisser

Reflects giving to annual fund, endowment and Gala underwriting support from 2/1/20 – 8/12/21.

We apologize for any errors or accidental omissions. Please contact the Individual Giving Office at (858) 550-1070 x 134 if you would like to change your listing.

IN LOVING MEMORY

Jordan Ressler, 1981-2004

A Film and Theatre graduate from Cornell University, Jordan was an adventurer with a passion for the arts. Here at La Jolla Playhouse, he served as an assistant to Des McAnuff on Billy Crystal’s ’700 Sundays and was the script supervisor for Jersey Boys.

The Jordan Ressler Charitable Fund of the Jewish Community Foundation was established by his parents, Vivien and Jeffrey Ressler, to honor their son and his love of theatre and film.